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MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION OF INFILTRATING WATERSHEDS* 
by 
Roger E. Smith** and David A. Woolhise r*** 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Watershed. Starting from a poi nt P on a 
stream, of any size , one may define a topographic 
unit from which the stream gathers its water. Moving 
laterally from this point on the stream, one may 
trace a line which will describe the outermost point 
from which water will move into a tributary of the 
stream above P. All points outside this line will 
drain either downstream of point P, or into a differ-
ent stream. The area enclosed by this topographic 
line is called a watershed . It may also be called a 
drainage basin, or a catchment . The Continental 
Divide , on a grand scale, is the line wher e all water-
sheds of North America that flow into the Atlantic 
meet those flowing into the Pacific. 
As one moves the point P upstream, the water-
shed corresponding to P becomes successively smaller . 
At the point where the defined stream disappears, the 
contributing area may be called a watershed element, 
or an overland flow area. The lateral boundaries of 
this unit are streamlines of surface water f low, and 
the upper boundary is a topographic divide. Still, 
we may refer to such an area as a watershed . 
Considering the surface contribution only , all 
large watersheds are made up of a complex arrangement 
of small overland flow units and stream channels. By 
reducing the watershed to its simplest form, the over-
land flow area , we have a natural system with compara-
tively simple boundary conditions . The maj or variables 
involved i n this system are rainfall, evapotranspira-
tion, and groundwater flow. The watershed system may 
vary in terms of moisture stored in both t he unsatu-
rated and saturated soil regions, in the state of 
vegetative cover, the surface conditions such as occur 
on plowed l and, and changes due to seasonal effects . 
Assuming that the groundwater surface reflects the 
topography, there is negligible flow through the 
vertical surfaces defining the lateral and upstream 
boundaries of the system. Rainfall enters the system 
as lateral inflow and water emerges from the down-
stream boundary e ither as subsurface flow, or as 
surface runoff . 
The process by which rainfall enters the soi l 
through the surface is called infiltrati on. Many 
factors affec~ infiltration by changing the soil 
structure, such as compaction of the soil by man and 
animals, subsurface modifications by insects, chang-
i ng root patterns, and seasonal freeze and t haw. For 
any given sta·te of t he soil structure , the infiltra-
tion rate is largely governed by the amount and dis-
tribution of moisture in the soil. This study will 
assume the soil structure to be constant and will 
consider infiltration rate to be a f unction of 
moisture content and distribution. 
Given this restriction, that the soil in the 
elementary wa~ershed is physically constant , one may 
treat the watershed as a system that will receive 
rainfall , accept some of it as soil moisture, eliminat e 
some as overland flow , and divide the accepted water 
among groundwater storage , subsurface flow, and. evapo-
transpiration . The problem treated in this work is 
the description of t he process whereby surface runoff 
is produced from rainfall on the watershed. For this 
purpose t he system will be studied by means of a 
model . 
Strategy of Models . Models are useful tools in 
the study of natural processes. All natural processes 
are more or less complex . The most complex ones, such 
as next week's weather, involve so many inputs and 
variables that either they cannot be enumerated, or 
all variables cannot be measured. For this case, a 
statistical model is most oft en used to descr i be the 
output (or a s e l ected variable) i n terms of the 
statistical properties of the historical data con-
cerning the process. One may correlate all con-
ceptually related, measured variables with the 
vari able of inter est , by statistical methods, to 
obtain a statistical regression model for the process . 
Where the relationship between a number of variables 
adequately describes the "output" variable, t he 
relation so developed from observation is called an 
empirical model . 
When the process is sufficiently understood on 
the basis of physical laws or physical theory, then 
t he process may be descr ibed by a t heoretical model. 
If the process is not understood in terms of theory, 
but can be i solated , a physical model, which is 
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actually a material representation, may be used. A 
laboratory flume is a material model.. 
Models of any of these forms are means by which 
the complex natural processes may be isolated and 
studied, to better understand their function. The 
description given above of the watershed as a system 
is a conceptual model in itself. If the model is 
physically based, then it may also be used to predict 
t he function of the system for condit ions not observed 
in historical data, or to show how the system will 
function if the system properties are changed. 
Objective. The purpose of this study is to (a) 
develop a mathematical model for an elementary water-
shed, combining physically derived differential equa-
tions for overland flow and soil infiltration from a 
rainfall source; (b) obtain numerical solutions to 
these equations; and (c) investigate the applicability 
of this model by comparison with the performance of a 
laboratory-scale prototype watershed, and data from 
a field plot watershed. 
CHAPTER II 
EVOLUTION OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF INFILTRATION 
Algebraic Infiltration Equa.tions 
The first mathematical descriptions of infiltra-
tion were empirical formulas developed to describe the 
results of infiltrometer tests . The earliest infil-
trometer was basically a ring driven into the ground, 
and infiltration rate was measured as the rate of 
application needed to maintain a const ant level of 
ponded water within the ring. This method has now 
been largely replaced by a sprinkling application, 
using a larger bounded area. In either case, the 
resulting empirical equations describe a rate of 
infiltration decreasing from an initial maximum rate 
to a final minimum rate. The most common of these 
have been discussed by Amorocho [1967) and Philip 
[1957]. 
A few of these formulas will be presented as 
examples. The following algebraic equation is a 
popular one developed by Horton [1940): 
(2 . 1) 
Here f • infiltration rate at time t. f and e 
f 
0 
are infiltration rates at t and t • 0, 
respectively. 
meter , and has 
The constant k is a best fit para-
little or no physical significance. 
A somewhat more general formula was proposed by 
Holtan [1961) to describe infiltration and redistribu-
tion: 
f = f + a(S - F)0 
e 
(2 . 2) 
fe • a , and n are experimentally determined con-
stants. S-F represents the hypothetical available 
t 
soil moisture storage where F(t) • J f(s)ds . The 
0 
maximum value of S is the soil porosity above some 
impeding layer. This is a nonlinear storage type of 
time-dependent formula, fitted empirically to infil-
trometer or watershed data. In a later paper [Holtan, 
et.al., 1967], Holtan expands this formula to make a 
precipitation routing model, where S is subdivided 
into a portion called capillary storage (AWC), and 
another termed free-water storage (G) . AWC is filled 
by f , and when F becomes > AWC , water goes into 
free-water storage and can drain downward at a rate 
not exceeding fe. Another empirical model describes 
evapotranspiration from storage AWC between rains. 
This is a commendable algebraic model in that it does 
attempt to account for recovery of infiltration 
capacity. 
Perhaps the most complex precipitation routing 
model to date is one developed by Crawford and Linsley 
[1966) , called the Stanford Watershed Model. The 
model fits parameters from historical data for 
3 
processes of infiltration, evaporation, surface runoff 
and streamflow for large watersheds. Although it is 
essentially a "lumped" model , it does presume a uni-
form distribution of properties, including infiltra-
tion rates, over the watershed. Again, the fitted 
parameters have doubtful physical significance . if 
any. 
These few examples should be sufficient to demon-
strate the limitations of algebraic-empirical i nfiltra-
tion models. Firstly, many of them consider only 
infiltration from a ponded surface, which is a poor 
model for rainfall. Even when sprinklers are used, 
the data are good for only that rate of application, 
and assumptions must be made for other rainfall rates. 
Rainfall seldom falls at a given rate for very l ong. 
Secondly, as pointed out, the parameters developed 
have little or no physical meaning, in that they can-
not be determined or estimated from knowledge of the 
soil , surface cover, etc. Finally, most equations 
cannot account for changes in initial soil water 
content and therefore cannot accurately predict the 
time of beginning of runoff and are not applicable 
for intermittent rainfall. The Stanford model and 
the Holtan equation are exceptions to this statement. 
Infiltration Rates from Soil Water Flow Equations 
Progress in knowledge of the flow of water in 
soils, along with the mathematical tools for its 
description, has led to another approach to describing 
infiltration. Let us presume that we can determine 
the appropriate hydraulic properti es of a given soil, 
and write equations that describe movement of water 
through the soil. Then i f we supply rainfall &t a 
given rate at the surface, the infiltration of water 
into the soil is a dependent boundary condition with 
a rate determined at a given time by the state of the 
soil itself. 
Water Flow Equations. The equations appropriate for 
this case are those of two-phase fluid flow in porous 
media. The two fluid phases are air and water , and 
soil is the porous medium. Although equations may be 
written for three-dimensional flow , only vertical flow 
of each fluid will be considered here. The vertical 
dimension Z will be measured downward from the soil 
surface; h will represent distance to a point above 
an arbitrary datum, measured positive upward. Sub-
script a refers to air, and subscript w refers to 
water . Thus for a point within the soil ,-we have the 
following equations: 
A. Continuity equations 
air: (2. 3) 
water : (2 . 4) 
B. Darcy equations for flow 
air: (2.5) 
-kk a 
water: Q = ~ - ( p + p gh) -w ,. az w w (2.6) 
w 
C. Fluid conservation 
s + s 
w a 1 
D. Definition of capillary pressure 
In which p m density 
q • velocity (volume flux) 
~ = porosity 
S ~ volumetric saturation - the 
ratio of the volume of wet-
ting f l uid to the volume of 
the interconnected pore 
space in a bulk element of 
the medium. 
(2. 7) 
(.2 . 8) 
g : gravitational acceleration LT-2 
k- permeability L2 
kr: relative permeability 
~ relative conductivity 
\1 - dynamic viscosity ML-lT-1 
p pressure ML-lT-2 
h .. elevation potential L 
p ~ 
c capillary pressure 
ML-lT-2 
We can i mmediate ly combine the Darcy equations 
with the continuity equations to form the following 
basic equations : 
( 2. 9) 
( 2 . 10) 
4 
To solve this system of equations, it is neces-
sary to utilize equation (2.8) to replace either pa 
or pw by the expression for capi llar y pressure. 
Sa , Sw , kra and krw are all f unctions of pc , 
and t he equations then become equations in p
8 
and 
pc or pw and pc. This may be accomplished as 
follows : 





Thus equation (2.9) may be r ewritten 
a r a c w 
(2.H ) 
{ 
kk [ap ap 
az -pa-;; az + az + 3(p ah)J} a gaz +Saa;<4>Pal+ 
from equation (2.7) 
and using the fact that 
(2 . 10) may be rewritten 
as 
4>P - -~ ·- 0 
a at 
a 
- (p gh) = g az w -pw' 
( 2. 12) 
( 2. 1 3) 
equation 
Now using (2. 13), equations (2.14) and (2.12) may be 
combined thus: 
a [ -kk ( ap ) J a 
+ paaz 7 azw·pwg +Swpa* • O 
w 
t o eliminate specific reference to p • a 
(l. 15) 
Thus equations (2.14) and (2.15) form a pair of 
simultaneous, nonlinear , paraholic partial differential 
equations in pw , pc , and t. 
In a great many cases in soil physics, these 
equations are s im?lified considerably by t he assump-
tion t hat air moves under negligible pressure gradi-
ents , i.A,, ~a i s very small , and pa is practically 
constant . In this case, equation (2 . 10) may be used 
to describe soil moisture movement , and may be simpli-
fied by noting that 1f p a • 0 , pw - -p c , so that 
where $ ~ pw/yw is capillary potential , and yw is 
kwyw 
the specific weight of water. is the conduct-
llw 
ivity K of the medium to water , in units of L/T, 
and we may write 
a: (ci>Sw) = K a~ (k ~) 
()k 
r - K az (2. 16) r az 
This commonly used equation is often referred to 
as "'Richards equation" after L.· A. Richards [1931]. 
Its solut ion· d'epends on knowing the fu.nctional rela-
tionships among ~ Sw , and kr , for the 
particular soil in question. 
Equation (2.16) may be applied to many types of 
unsaturated flow problems, depending on the particular 
boundary conditions chosen. For rainfall infiltration, 
for example, the upper boundary conditions are: 
f(O,t) • rainfall rate 
where t • time at which e(O ,t) • e saturated, 
p 
or ~(O,t) = 0; e - ~Sw; and f is the infiltration 
rate. 
b) t > tp, ~(O,t) • 0. 
The initial conditions may be any physically 
realizable array of pressures 
ljJ(Z,O) 1jJ initial, 0 < Z < L 
The lower boundary conditions may be a water 
table at some depth L, such that 
ljJ{L,t) • 0, 0 < t < • • 
5 
The solution surface for such a problem is illus-
trated in Fig . 2.1, showing 8 as a function of Z, t. 
The equation i s actually solved in terms of 1jJ 
although the variable e is often of greater interest. 
This is due to the fact that , for transformation to a 
e based equation, the term aw/ae appears, which 
becomes large without limit near saturation (see 
Fig . 2.2). Richard's equation was developed in some-
what different forms by various other investigators, 
including Gardner and Widtsoe [1921], and Childs and 
Collis-George [1950] who were among the first to 
recognize that (Kkr) is a nonlinear, saturation-
dependent variable. The history of this equation is 
well summarized by Gardner [1967). 
Fig . 2.1. Solution surface in(Sw,z,t) for equation 
(2 .16). 
Important Assumptions. Infiltration is a de-
pendent boundary condition of the soil water move-
ment equations, and this mathematical model cannot 
describe infiltration accurately if it cannot model 
soil water movement accurately . It is important that 
the assumptions behind this mathematical model 
(equation (2 .16)) be recognized . 
(a) It is a one-dimensional model which assumes 
the soil surface to be a plane, although 
similar two- and three-dimensional equa-
tions can easily be written 
(b) Capillary suction ~ and unsaturated con-
ductivity kr are unique , time invar iant 
functions of saturation e. This model 
therefore neglects seasonal variation, 
effects of raindrop impact , and other 
structural changes. 
(c) Darcy 's law is valid for unsaturated flow , 
provided assumption (b) holds. 
(d) The relations referred to in (b), which 
can be evaluated in steady state soil tests, 
are true as well for a dynamic or unsteady 
flow situation, 
It is reasonable to accept a one- dimensional 
model for rainfall entering soil, where variations of 
conditions are relatively uniform over a substantial 
area, and t he water t able is sufficiently deep . For 
a given soil structur e, assumption (b) is supported by 
experimental evidence . Verification of assumptions (c) 
and (d) i s more di f ficult , yet no known evidence exists 
to show that t hese assumptions arc far in error. 
Importance of Hydraulic Properties of t he Soi l . Equa-
tion (2 .16) , without severely simplifying assumptions, 
cannot be sol ved analytically , and it is commonly 
solved by numer ical methods. The solution depends on 
a knowledge of two basic hydraulic relationships for 
the soil involved . These describe the rela tionships 
among e, ~. and kr' expressed as kr(6) and ~(6) , 
or kr($) and 6(~) . 
It has been known for some time t hat during mois-
ture uptake each soil exhibits a unique r e l a t ion 
between a and $ [16]. Unfort unatel y, t his curve is 
not general ly determined as a basic soil property. 
Several inves t i ga t ors have attempted to descri be this 
relation by empirical equations , but t he parameters 
involved generally have no relation to physical , 
measurable soil properties . This r el ationship is 
complicated by the fact that soils exhibit a varying 
amount of hysteresis between wetting (imbibition) and 
drying (desatur ation) processes . If only one or the 
other process is concerned, this hysteresis can be 
neglected . Partly due to the experimental difficul-
ties involved i n de termining imbibition curves , many 
more analyses of desaturation curves for soils are 
availabl e i n literature. 
White [1968 ) presented a quite complex empirical 
equation for describing the desaturation curves , along 
with some physical justification for t he forms of the 
equations. The equation of Brooks and Corey [1964] is 
much simpler , but neglects the region near saturation, 
which is very important in infiltration studies (see 
Chapter V). 
Rubin [1966) developed an empiri cal equation for 
a particular sand , using nine parameters to describe 
bot h wetting and drying curves. Other writer s who 
have proposed empir ical formulat ions i ncl ude Rubin and 
Steinhardt [1963), King [1964] and Phuc (1969) . Brut-
saert [1966) developed a simplified s urface tension 
model tQ transform pore radius distri bution to a 
capl1lary suction relation. With the present state of 
knowledge of soil physics, this a-~ r e lation should 
be considered a basic soil property to be determined 
for each soil by experiment. 
The relation of conductivity to moisture content 
of soils (or to capillary suction) has received con-
siderable attention from soil physicists . Childs and 
Collis- George [op . cit.] , in an attempt to derive a 
theoretical equation , proposed a relation describing 
saturated conduc t ivity based on t he t heoretical distri-
bution and i nteraction of pore sizes . Following this 
type of stat istical analysis of pore size distribu-
tions, Marshall [1958) derived an expressi on for 
"effective" pore size and , like Brutsaert (op.cit . ] , 
related this to a distribution of ~ . To describe 
the unsaturated conductivity of a soil as a function of 
Se , Irmay [1954) derived the relation 
(2.17) 
where <: i s 3 . 
6 
Brooks and Cor ey [op .cit . ) , on the basis of certain 
theoretical a ssumptions and extensive experimental 
data , have generalized this relationship to make c 
a parameter, r elated to the parameter A in t he 
empirical relation between capillary pressure and 
saturat ion: 
(2 . 18) 
and E • 
2 + )A 
). 
(2 ,19) 
Several investigators have used the product 
kr(B)lf , known as the diffusivity , 0(6) , and have 
ae 
derived empirical relations for this r ather than k 
r 
(Jackson , (1963)) . Example curves for t he above soil 


























Fig. 2 . 2. Typical relationships between unsaturated 
hydraulic properties of soils . 
The complexity of t he physics involved in these 
relationships should be emphasized. Soils that may 
be quite similar in terms of agricultural properties 
may be quite different as porous me~ia . Fact ors such 
as concentration of ions, chemical interaction of 
water with the clay fraction of the soil and nonhomo-
geneity complicate the picture in the field situation. 
Swelling soils also change the simp!e relationships 
(See Chapter IV). 
Melrose (1965) has studied the thermodynamics and 
physics involved in some detail. Paulovassilis (1962 ) 
and Philip (1964] have published mathematical models 
that attempt to describe hysteresis in particular 
soils. Melrose (op.cit] and Miller and Miller (1955] 
have given very plausible microscopic explanations 
for the cause of hysteresis. These and other studies 
can only scratch the surface of the complex physical 
system involved. 
Numerical Solutions to Soil Water Equations 
The equation for hori~ontal, unsaturated flow in 
porous media, neglecting air pressure, is of the same 
form as equation (2.16) with the rightmost term 
removed. Klut e (1952) solved this equation numeri-
cally , using a transformation of variables and a 
constant upper boundary saturation. Later , Philip 
(1957] showed a method for applying similar solution 
techniques to the vertical case , using a series of 
success ive approximations. With a hand calculator , 
this method was quite laborious . Again, a given 
saturation at the surface for t > 0 was used as 
the upper boundary condition . 
With the development of high-speed digital com-
puters , the method of finite differences was applied 
to this equation, and researchers have developed 
methods to sol ve equation (2.16) for boundary condi-
tions better approximating real situations for a 
variety of applications . Several of the most impor-
tant contributors to solution techniques for the 
problem of vertical downward flow of moisture from 
surface input and the major features of their numeri-
cal methods are listed in Table 2.1 . All of the more 
recent investigators have employed finite difference 
techniques, which essent ially consist of rewri ting 
equation (2.16) as a finite difference equation rather 
than a partial differential equation, and proceeding 
numerically with small increments of time, solving , 
for the pressures at each point in the vertical . Most 
of the authors employed a linearized form of the 
equat ion--i.e., the coefficients such as kr(~,t) , 
instead of being variables as is ~(t) , are taken as 
constants over a time increment , using val ues of ~ 
at t - 6t . This creates ser ious variations in the 
computed infiltration rates as compared with a truly 
nonlinear solution , as will be discussed in Chapter IV . 
TABLE2.1. Nature o! Pcblished Numerical Solutions to Vertically Downward Moi.Jture Flow Equatlo11 
&sic 







Klute 1952 f. s constant ljl Ullifonn 9 vs z an.:alytical 
1 
approxlmatl"" early Dumerlcal work DO 
Philip 1956 ' = c:on.su. at Boltzma11n =iform e vs z analytic series I 
trarufonn approximation UDWleldy yes 
Hanks & 196Z ~ "' 8 e layered &vs z llnearited yes 
'i sat 
Bowers flnlte- diff. 
Implicit 
Rubill C 1963 Rain!aU = f< UllifOtm 9vs Z lin.earize:d 110 solutio" &oocl up to ponding 
Steinhardt constant fi11.ite-d if£. only 
Implicit 
Uakapolous 1965 Saturated Ulliform 6 VS Z liD.earited for satu-
finite rated case 
difference only 
Whisler & 1965 Rainfall & unl!onn 8 VI Z nonlinear appt"oxlmate 
Klute P011ding implicit estimate 
fln.ite-difl. 
Rubin 1966 Rain!all C V('ll)= ljl - unifonn 8 v• Z qu:ul-Unear yes estimate! coefficients 
Ponding trar..t'onn Implicit with an ClCpllCit eq11ation 
fln.ite for each time step 
difference 
Ibrahim 1968 P""ded UDitorm e vs z elCpliCit empirical explicit scheme: 
8 : 9 '!inite accumulated mus balaDCe 
sat 
difference errors with time 
Freeze 1969 Rain! aU c UDI!onn ltvs Z llllearh:ed rough 
pond ill& Implicit approximate 
finite 
difference 
. ' 7 
With a few exceptions, these investigators have 
been concerned with determining moisture profiles at 
various points in time, rather than obtaining an 
infiltration model, and the assumptions used reflect 
this objective. The effect on the accuracy of the 
solution of such things as size of 6t and 6z 
increment used , method of linearization or estimation 
of coefficients, etc . , cannot be known if no truly 
nonlinear solution is available as a comparison. 
Given a saturated upper boundary condition, there is 
no way to assess the accuracy of a solution :n teres 
of continuity by summation of change in moisture 
content. The explicit scheme used by Ibrahim [1967) 
is an example of this problem. His finite-difference 
equat ions were modified to allow a specified rainfall 
at the surface. Solutions to his equations included 
a continuity error as shown in Fig. 2.3. The cause is 
the use of an explicit scheme, which uses values of 
pressure f rom the previous time to calculate moisture 
flow into the z increment ahead, as shown in 
Fig . 2 . 4. The solution moves down the column of soil, 
so that the pressure used for t he forward node point 
at level i is not the same as the pressure used for 
the same node when the level i + 1 is being calcu-
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Fig. 2.3. Nature of accumulat ed e r ror in explicit 
numerical approximation to equation (2 .16). 
The linearized implicit schemes do not violate 
continuity, since a matrix is solved to evaluate 
pressures at t he new time step t + 6t . The pattern 
of infiltration and shape of the moisture profile may 
be affected by the linearization , however, especially 
near the highly sensitive upper boundary, where small 
changes greatly affect infiltration rates. 
In calculation of infiltration rates from their 
numerical schemes , most of the investigators cited 
above encountered difficulty in either point scatter 
or physical credibility of their curves . Hanks and 
Bowers [1962) and Whisler (1964), for example, en-
countered difficu1ty in scatt er of points a bout an 
infiltration curve , as in Fig . 2.5. The results of 
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Fig . 2 . 4. Expli cit finite- difference method on the 
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Fig. 2. S. Examples of scatter in the mnr.e:-i.cal results 
of 1-fnisler (1964) and Hanks and l!o•.-~ers (196:! ] · 
Field experiments using sprinkling infiltrometers 
uniformly produce infiltration curves of a general 
shape, as illustrated in Fig. 2.6. After an initial 
time in which all applied water is taken into the 
soil, infiltration rate begins to drop in an exponen-
tial- or hyperbolic-type curve, asymptotic to a 
minimum infiltration rate, which corresponds to the 
saturated conductivity of the total soil column . 
When mathematical simulations produce results such as 
shown in Fig. 2.7, one should conclude that the 
numerical method of calculating infiltration rates 
from the soil column is being biased by the numerical 
scheme. This appears to be the case in the published 
results of Freeze [1969) and, to some extent , of 
Whisler and Klute [1965). 
None of the investigators discussed herein have 
reported the effect on the solution of changes in 
the size of Az increment used. From experiments 
discussed in Chapter IV, it appears this is an impor-
tant factor, especially for the zones where the 
moisture front is steep. (See Fig. 4.10) 
.. 
0 a: 
R 1-----.. ___ Application • R 
Rote 
Time from Start in Minutes 
Fig. 2.6. Typical results from sprinkling infiltro-
meters in field tests. 
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Many of the methods of solution described in the 
literature and listed in part in Table 2.1 cannot 
model a rainfall infiltration boundary condition . 
Others use a linearized solution method which inade-
quately models the infiltration rate, or results in 
severe scatter of the computed values for infiltration 
rate. 
The first objective of this investigation is to 
develop a finite-difference solution to equation 
(2 . 16) which will act as a realistic model of infil-
tration for physically realizable boundary conditions. 
It should provide for layered soils, and allow a 
variation in increment sizes so that a maximum effi-
ciency can be obtained in the solution process. The 
solution should be obtained in a manner which mini-
mizes the scatter of the computed values of infiltra-
tion, and thereby provide a dependable model for use 
in connection with surface runoff models. The 
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Fig. 2.7 . Infiltration rate from the numerical 
simulation of Freeze [1969). 
CHAPTER III 
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTI ON OF WATERSHED RESPONSE 
In troduction 
Water appears on the surf ace of an infiltrating 
watershed when the r ainfall rate exceeds the infiltr a-
tion rate. This time varying~ifference between rain-
fall and infiltratior, may be termed rainfall excess. 
Water on the soil surface f lows under the influence 
of gravity toward the lower edge of the catchment , 
and appears as input to a stream or channel. The time 
variation of this channel input may be t ermed the 
catchment hydrograph. This chapter will deal briefly 
wit h methods used to mathematically describe t he 
catchment hydrograph from a knowledge of the rainfall 
excess pattern. 
Linear System Approach 
The simplest and most co~~on method of watershed 
response modeling assumes the overland f l ow process 
to be a l inear system problem, toi t h rainfall excess 
as i nput and t he watershed hydrograph as the syst em 
output . The system behavior is described by the 
impulse r esponse f unction or t he insta·ntaneous unit 
hydrograph. Mathematically , this function is the 
response of t he watershed to an instantaneous pulse 
input . In practice , it must be obtained by using 
system identification techniques , using measured 
values of the t i me series of input (rainfall) and 
output (runoff ) functi ons . 
Nonlinear Fluid Dynami cs Description 
In fact, the response of a watershed is not 
linear, and watershed hydraulics can be described 
more. accurately by writing t he equations of energy 
and cont inuity from f luid mechanics principles . This 
is a case of nonuniform, unsteady flow, and the 
governing equations may be stated without de rivation 
as follows : 




ah + 8(uh) = q(x' t) 
at ax 
Ener gy : 
au + u au + g ah _ g(So _ S ) _ g(x)u 
at ax ax - f h 
s 
0 
slope o f the ground sur f3ce 
Sf ~ energy gradie.nt 
u (x ,t) 
h(x , t) " 
q ( x ) 
g 
l ocal velocit y 
local depth 
l ocal inflo~ per unit area 
gravitational acceleration 
( 3. I) 
( 3. 2) 
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Either the Manning equation or the Ch~zy equation 
may be used to define Sf . Ir. this work , a Ch~zy 




V = CHm c --r-
o 0 ~0 
velocity at normal depth 
S
0 
m bed slope , and 
H 
0 
( 3. 3) 
C = Chezy resistance coefficient or lami~ar 
resistance coefficient (C1) 
Thi s f ormulation allows a turbulent Chezy 
relationship whe~ m ~ 1/2, and provides a laminar 
flow relat ionship when m • ~ 
The Kine.-natic Wave Approximation . The system of 
equations (3. 1) , (3 . 2), and (3 . 3) can be simplified 
into the kinematic wave equations for flows wher e S
0 
is nei t her f lat nor excessively s~eep, so that it may 
be shown that the terms in the left s i de of equation 
(3 . 2) are of t he same order of magnitude . Henderson 
[1963) did this for the case of wid e channel flows. 
By writing equation (3.2) in nondimensional fo rm, 
Woolhiser and Liggett [1967) showed that t he first 
term on t he right s i de becomes 
1/m 
) 






















From the order of magnitude analysis of Henderson , 
all terms in the equation have a cert ain maximum 
order of magnitude, so that dividing through by k* , 
as k* becomes large , implies u* l/m ~ h* . This 
means we may use, for large k* , 
m+l 
-3-hm 
u = cs 
0 
(3. 4) 
This approximation, combined with equation (3.1), 
allows solution of the system of equations by a 
single equation. Define 
so that 
m + l 
--r-a = CS , 
0 
u = ahm 
( 3. 5) 
Combining this expression with equation (3.1) produces 
ah m ah il + a (m+l)h ax = q(x, t). ( 3. 6) 
which is the kinematic wave equation to be used in 
this study. 
The Kinematic Wave Equation for Cascading Planes. 
The general watershed considered in this study is made 
up of a cascade of planes , of different slope, rough-
ness, width, and length, as shown in Fig . 4.1. I n 
this section the kinematic wave equation will be 
transformed into a nondimensional form applicable to 
the case of a multiple-plane watershed. 
Consider a watershed of n cascading planes, 
.the kth plane having width Wk , length Lk , rough-
ness coefficient Ck , and slope Sk . The normaliz-
ing f l ow wi ll be based on the maximum rainfall excess 
rate qmax(t) as follows : 
According to equation (3.5) 
k 
1: W. L. 
i = 1 1 t 
( 3. 7) 
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Therefore let 




H - __£_ (
o )mn 
o(k) - a k ( 3. 9) 
Then define 
T = _!_ 
o(k) V o(k) 
L. 
1 ( 3. 10) 
Using (3 . 9) and (3.10) , the variables x , h , 
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t *(k) = T o(k ) = 
k-1 
1: 





i = 1 
1 




( 3. 11) 
( 3. 12) 
( 3. 13} 
Now equation (3.6) may be written in nondimen-
sional form : 
m I 
mn mn 
_ I +Cmtll"k(00 ) hm (ah,. ) (Q0 ) 
To(kl Lt o k *(k) ax. k a k 
( ). 14) 
By dividing to simplify , one can assign 
T 
and l et ~k = (rn+l)akLo ~ 
t 
k 
= {m+l) 1; L 
L . i 
t 1= I 
From these relations, equat ion (3.14) becomes 
(
ah*) - = q (t) 
a~ k * 
( 3. 1 5) 
{3. 16) 
(3. 17) 
Useful insight into the solution of this equa-
t ion may be obtained by using a technique known as 
the method of characterist ics (Kibler, 1968). For 
clarity, the (*) subscripts will be omitted. Taking 
the total derivative of h(x,t) , 
dh ah ah dx 
- =-+ - -
dt at ax dt ( 3. 18) 
Equation (3.17) may be rewritten as 
ah m ah 
q(t) = - + J3h -at ax 
( 3. 19) 
Comparing like t erms from equations (3.18) and (3.19), 
two ordinary differential equations in h,x,t may 
be obta:!.ned: 
dh 
- = q(t) 
dt 
( 3. 20) 
( 3. 2 1) 
These are known as the characteristic equations 
for equation (3.17). Equation (3.21) describes the 
movement of any i nitial disturbance , including the 
boundar y conditions, in the x - t plane , as shown 
in Fig . 3.1. Within region A of t his figure, flow 
is uniform unsteady . Outside of t he region, flow 
is nonuniform steady for a step function lateral 
inflow. Equations (3. 20) and (3 . 21) may be solved to 
define the characteristic time tc if q(t) is 




= ~ q( t)dt, 
0 
t < t 
- c 










t < t 
- c 
Distance XK-
( 3. 22) 
(3. 23) 
Fig . J . l . Solution of equation (3.17) in the (x,t) 
plane . 
This expression is analytic when q(t) is an analytic 
function, but may still be evaluated by numerical 
integration for any known q(t) . 
Applications of the Kinematic Wave Equation 
Wooding [1965] solved equation (3 .17) for 
certain cases of surface and channel flow where an 
analytical solution was possible, then extended his 
work by obtaining numerical solutions for several 
cases, including the case of a constant value of 
infiltration rate . 
Woolhiser [1967 ] has obtained a kinematic solu-
tion for overland f l ow on conic sect i ons, a basic 
geometrical shape in small watersheds. Kibler (1968] 
treated the problem of the formation of kinematic 
shocks arising when planes of different slope aTe 
cascaded, and the optimization of a single plane to 
approximate two cascading planes. Foster, Huggins, 
and Meyer [1968] applied the kinematic wave equations 
to short field plots with "constant " infiltration 
r ates and demonstrated good comparison with experimen-
tal data . Foster [1968] applied the ki nematic equa-
tions to data from field plots to derive the infiltra-
tion rate pattern from knowledge of the plot outflow 
hydrograph and hydraulic roughness . Burman [1969] 
utilized the kinematic overland flow equations plus a 
Horton infiltration formula to simulate experimental 
results from several 185' x 200' plots on an experi-
mental farm at Cornel l University. He obtained 
critical parameters for roughness and infiltration 
by optimization. Then after obtaining the best fit 
parameters, his simulated hydrographs for selected 
storms fit the observed data reasonably well . 
It is the purpose of this investigation to 
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utilize the kinematic wave equation as a mathematical 
model of surface hydraulics, with lateral inflow 
determined by matching the boundary conditions with 
the equation of soil moisture flow (equation 2 .16) , 
such that the difference between rainfall and soil 
water infiltration becomes lateral input to the 
surface flow equation. The numerical techniques and 
theoretical and experimental results will be dis-
cussed in the following chapters. 
CHAPTER IV 
A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF AN INFILTRATING WATERSHED 
Introduct ion . This chapter describes t he devel op-
ment of a mathematical model for t he simulation of 
infilt rating Yater sheds , f rom s imultaneous sol ution of 
t he partial differential equations (2 . 16) and (3 . 6), 
subject to compatibl e boundary conditions . These 
equat i ons are f i r s t Yritt en i n finite difference form, 
and then combined for efficient and accurate solution 
on a digi t a l computer . A discussion of t he results of 
t his numeri cal solution , compared with other finite 
difference formulations , is given at the end of the 
chapter . 
The solution of each equation proceeds in time 
and one dimension of distance. For t he soil equation , 
the dis t ance i s Z, dept h measured f r om t he s urface, 
and the solution is a vector of soil water pressure as 
a f unct ion of (Z, t ) and f(t) at the sur f ace. For 
the surface water flow equati on , t he distance is x , 
measured a l ong the surface from the upper edge of each 
plane , and t he solution i s a vector of s ur f ace water 
dep t hs as a function of (x, t) . This nota tion is 
illustrated in Fig . 4 . 1 . 
q 
l 
Fig . 4 . 1 . Schematic representation of the mathematical 
watershed model . 
Finite differ ence notation is i l lust rat ed i n 
Fi g . 4 . 2 . The Z, t plane (and the x ,t plane) is 
divided into small finite difference segments . Each 
node is numbered , with i representing points in t he 
Z(or x) dimension and j representing points in the 
t dimension. Thus ~i represents the value of 
~(Z , t) at Z = Zi and t = tj . ln the following 
discussion , superscripts will be used , as above , for 
time location, and subscr ipt s for distance location . 
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Fig. 4. 2. Fi nite differ ence sol ution gr id in (z ,t) , 
showing notation used. 
Numerical Sol ut i on of t he Unsaturated Soil Moisture 
Flow Equation 
I f equation (2 . 16) is multiplied by dz , we 
obtain 
£ £i ) d z -\"r oz 
ok 
K--r dz 
oz ( 4 . 1) 
where Vb i s incrementa l bulk volume, and for this 
one- di mensional case is simply dz 
Normall y t he soil por e volume ¢Vb is assumed 
constant for solution of this equation. For soils with 
abundant clay-sized particles, soil swelling may be 
significant in the change i n stored moisture repre-
sented by the left-hand side of equation (4.1 ). A 
means to account for this swelling may be derived from 
curr ent theory· and experimental observat ion of t he 
nature of swelling soi ls . 
Swelling Soils. Philip [1969 ) in a theoretical 
s t udy of swelling in soils, stated that over a sub-





a;= do = a 
e c voids r atio = ~ 
1-<j> 
= moisture ratio 
, a is a constant , 
Integrating equation (4.2), 
(4. 2) 
into which one may substitute definitions of e and o , 
and obtain 
4> = a9 + ( 1 - 4>) C 1 
At 6 • 0, <j> • <j>lim so that c .. 1 
(4. 3) 
~lim is the porosi ty obtained for oven-dry soil if 
the relation of (4.3) were true over all ranges of 
moisture. <j> • will be taken as the lower limit of mJ.n 
$ for which (4.3) holds. 
Letting B = a(l- <j>lim)' (4.3) may be written 
4> = ~ 9 + ~~- , (~ > <P . ) • 1nn rn1n (4. 4) 
Soil bulk density P b is a function of porosity ~ : 
and define 
where Ps i s the density of solid grains of soil. 
Moisture content w(in volume of water per weight of 
soil) is a f unction of 6 and bulk density : 
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Using these two relations, equation (4.4) may be 
transformed into t he following form : 
[ ~ps Jw+ 
1 
pb nnax pb max 
(4 . 5) 
i s known as t he specific porosi ty, and this 
equation has the form of the experimental results of 
Lauritzen [1948] and Lauritzen and Stewart (1941 ) 
It also agre.es well with experimental data of Gill 
[1959), who plotted pb vs. w . 
To use equation (4.4) in equation (4.1) as a 
swelling relationship, e is replaced by an equiva-
lent statement in terms of saturation: 
9 = s <P w 
Thus equation (4.4) becomes 
( 4. 6) 
(4. ?) 




Because ~ should be an order of magnitude smaller 
at 
a(q,S > 
than w , the derivative may be approxima ted by 
at 
(4. 9 ) 
Equation (4 . 1) will be solved in terms of ¢ , so 
the chain rule of calculus is applied to equation 
(4 . 9): 
(4. 10) 
Using equation (4.7), 
a ~<<P -<PI. ) .~, 2 as- (cj>S w) = <P + lm = --1:--
w <Plirn ~lim 
(4. 11) 
Cumbining equations (4 .11), (4 .10), and (4.9) we 
obtain 
- v s - v .....1:.- _..:!!. = a ( "'2 ) as o·'· 
at ( -b~ w) - b <Plim aljJ at (4. 12) 
which is valid in the range of S for which equation 
w 
(4.7) holds. Otherwise, <j> is constant , and 
Finite Difference Formulation . Equation (4.1) 
may then be written 
(4. 13) 
The i nitial conditions must be specified in 
terms of ~(x,t), and may be any reasonable value 
as desired: 
at t :: 0, 0 
ljli :: ljli (init ial) 
The boundary conditions , for rainfall infiltra-
tion, may be specified as follows; for t > 0 , 
j 
at Z :: 0, for ljlj
1 
< 0, rainfall = (~)j j - az 1 Kkr 1 + Kkr 1 
at Z :: 0, for ljlj > 0, ljlj :: h(x , t) = surface d epth 
1- 1 
a t Z :: L = water table, ljlj = 0 • 
N z 
From these equations, a finite difference form 
based on time and distance averaged quantities can be 
written, a form known as the Crank-Nicolsen finite 
difference scheme. 
Let 
Vb A<!>S - [--...:!!..] :: STOR 
At AS 
w 
where, from equation (4 . 11), 
A cj>S Z 




; otherwise = cj> , 
'I" I · w 1m 
then from equation (4 .13), 
AS Ak 
[ STOR] ·" : A·'• = ~Afk ~]Az - K- -r Az 
... 'I" '~" A z ~ rAz A z 
Let (4. 14) 
and 
A ljlj-t = .! [ljl~ _ ljl~ + ljl~- 1 _ ljl~ - 1 ] 
- 2 1 1 - 1 1 1 - I (4. 15) 
where i • 1,2,3 ... Nz and j • 1,2,3, ... Mt 
As proposed by Breitenbach, ~ al, [1968) , kr is 
selected as the relative permeability at the node from 
which flow is originating at time t Thus for Z 
positive downward, and flow downward we have 
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which are time averages only. 




In accordance with saturated porous media flov 
t heory, saturated conductivity between adjacent 
layers will be t aken as the harmonic mean : 




(i+ l ) + __ i 
K(i+ 1) K(i) 
2A z 
K -K - A z " - · I - ( ' ) oZ( . 1-z- _ _ 1_ + 1-1) 
AKi AK(i- 1) 
Utilizing these definitions , (4.14) may be expanded, 
reversing sides : 
j-t 
-+K k] +Op . 
- r 1 
- i 
Where Qpi is input to that node from outside, used 
only at the surface t o provide rainfall input up t o 
ponding: Qpi • 0 for i > 1. 
Substit uting expressions (4.15) into (4.16) , 
Where SL is defined at i, j as 
D.S j 
[A~ w J. 
1 
Equation (4.17) is now r earranged so that only terms 
of ~j are on the left side : 
i·{ J·t l·l Ki+'kri [ j·l i·l -] 
(STOR)I (St..), olol . Qpl·~ -!~Hl·-1>; ·21+ 
K, _J.kr·[ . l·l i·l -] 
.~ ¥. ·olo -U.• 
24 • I l·l • 
(4 . 18) 
Let represent the right-hand side of equa-
tion (4.18), and separate the w tenns of the left 
side: 
This represents a set of N linear equations in 
N variables, of the form 
a .ljl. 
1 





1 1- 1 1 1 1 
1 < i < N , (4. 20) 
or as a matrix equation 
_,. --"' 
(A] 1\1 = RHS (4. 21) 
It remains to apply the appropriate boundary 
conditions to form equations of the form (4 . 20), so 
that the N Y N matri x [A) and the N-dimensional 
vector RHS may be completed . 
Upper Boundary Conditions . For the upper bounda-
ry, equation (4 . 20) becomes 
The rainfall upper boundary condition refers to 
node 1, which is at the surface . We may write an 
expression for flow at this point, including the 
change in storage in the upper layer (see Fig . 4.2), 
analagous to equation (4.18); 
K,1kr• t J H H __,____! "'j • "'j • [ STOR I ( Sl.. I .•. i -
ll\ z + 2 l I I T I -
J·i J·i J· I K J.kr1 J·l j-1 
·(STOR ) (SL) ljl -Op --4-.;. -.;. -ZAz). (4.ZZJ 
I I · I I U.z+ 2 I t 
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The ponded upper boundary condition simply speci-
fies that *I • h(x) which is the depth of water at 
the surface. In this case the first equation in the 
set (4.20) is for layer i • 2 , and terms in ljlj 
1 
are placed on the right side of the equation as 
known values. 
For the case where saturation has proceeded below 
the surface, t he relationship for 1jl vs. Sw is con-
stant , that is, Sw{ljl ~ 0) = constant, and likewise , 
kr(ljl ~ 0) • constant. When these relationships are 
used in equation 
of Darcy's law. 
the soil will be 
curves of w vs. 
(4.13), it reduces to an expression 
Below some point n near the surface, 
unsaturated, and as long as the 
S vs . k are extended to include w r 
positive pressures of 1jl , the transition from unsatu-
r ated to saturated may be described ·by equation (4. 13) 
and, in finite difference form, equation (4.19). The 
upper boundary condition will be wi = h(x) , and 
as 
w 
~ for i < n will be 0. From Fig . 4.3, by 
Darcy ' s law, 
[ 
f( t)J z (n) l - K + h(x) • 
n 
"'j 
n (4. 23) 
1jl Potentio 1 + 
Fig . 4.3. Pressure relations when water is ponded 
on the soil surface . 
The finite difference upper boundary condition 
then be written as equation (4.19) , with all 
• ljlj terms moved to the right side, and 
n 
.1-1 
~ determined by equation (4.23). The first 
equation in the set (4 . 20) is for i ~ n+l 
Lower Boundary Conditions . For all cases where 
the influence of the upper boundary perturbation has 
reached only part way down the soil column, a trun-
cated matrix is solved . A point m is chosen such 
I . 1 o I that for i _> m, ljl~- - ljl. < E: , where E is a very 1 1 -
small error value. Thus an equation of. the form 
(4.18) is written for i ~ m, and all terms in m+l 
are known and set on the right side of the equation. 
When moisture reaches the water table, the same lower 
boundary equation applies, except that ,,,j - o. "'m+l 
Inversion of the Matrix [A]. Matrix [A) in equa-
tion (4. 21) is a diagonally dominant tri-diagonal 
matrix as shown below: 
a b c 









m (4. 24) 
This is a case which allows solution for the 
column vector iJ1 by a simple recursion algorithm for 
Gauss elimi nation as given by Varga (53): 
c. 
w. = __ ..;1:__ _ 
1 bi- aiwi-1 
rhsi - aigi-1 
bi- 3 iwi-l' 
2 < i < m-1 
2 < i < m 
1 < i < m-1 
(4. 25) 
Sol ution of Equation (4 . 14) for a Given Time 
St ep. The following items summarize the main 
features of the solution process. 
1. Soil Data Input. 
For calculation of values of kr' 
6S/61J1 , and all other coefficients in equation (4. 18) , 
the hydraulic properties of the soil must be known . 
Curves of 1J1 vs . Sw vs. kr are used in t he form of 
empirical curves defined by specific data points. As 
many points as desired may be used to define t he 
curve, and the data are used in the form of a three-
column table . Intermediate points are found by 
line ar interpola tion, and any one of the t hree 
variables may be used to find a corresponding va l ue 
for either of the other two . A computer subroutine 
is used for t his calculation; a separ~t~ s ubr out i ne 
allows calculation of the slope of the 1J1 vs . Sw 
curve at any point, using parabol ic i nterpol ation. 
Where 61J1 over a time step becomes greater than a 
given lower limit, 61J1/6S is found by using chord 





Fig . 4.4 . Slope determined by the chord method 
from moisture tension data. 
2. Iteration 
It is important to note that the quan-
tities (STOR)t , (SL)~ , and k j are dependent on 
. ri 
the value of IJII -- that is, the equation (4.14) is 
highly nonlinear. The quantities listed above must 
each be evalu.ated by the hydraulic properties of the 
soil, namely, relations among kr,Sw , and iJ1 , as 
discussed in Chapter II . 
To properly treat this nonlinearity an iterative 
procedure must be used as follows: 
a . An initial estimate of IJI~ , i = 1, m is 
made, and values of kr~ (STOR)i , and (SL)i are 
l. 
found from soil hydraulic relations. 
b. The coefficients 
and matrix equati on (4.24) 
a, b, and c are computed 
is solved . 
c . The values of !Jij 
i f rom step (b) are compared 
with the estimated values used in step (a) for coef-
ficients a1 , bi , and c1 
, and if each agrees 
within a given error criterion, equati on (4.24) is 
considered solved . 
d. If the estimated 1/1~ are sufficiently differ-
l. 
en t from the solved ~ from step (b). the new values 
of ~ are used to calculate new a . l. ' bi , and ci 
and step (b) is repeated. 
There is no known mathematical proof that the 
iteration procedure given above is generally conver-
gent . Formal proof of the convergence of iteration 
of such systems of nonlinear equations is beyond the 
scope of this work (see Smith , 1970). Considerable 
study was made to determine the empirical nature of 
this convergence, with the purpose of minimizing t he 
number of iterations necessary to achieve agreement 
between assumed and calculated values of IJI~ • The 
nature cf t he convergence or divergence of such a 
s ,:ho'i"(' .o.ppears to be dependent on the type of differ-
"''H.:' t quation used (see end of this chapter), the 
~in Lt · grid dimensions , and the local shape of the 
S -· ~· - kr properties of the soil. For t he Crank-
Nicolsen difference scheme, iteration seems to 
' 
gener ally converge in a manner shown in Fig. 4. 5 . 
From these results, two modifications were made in 
the iteration procedure outlined above . First , after 
three iterations, the estimated ~ was "damped" by 
a weighted average with the last ~i Secondly, 
convergence was tested by comparison with both the 
results of the last iteration and the results of the 
next- to-last iteration, to detect small order cycling 
convergence, which was common . In case 62~{ , 
shown in Fig. 4.5, becomes sufficiently small, ~j 
i 
(estimate) is taken as the mean of the 
last two interations . 
ljij from the 
i 











General manner of convergence for the 
iterated Crank-Nicolsen difference 
solution to equation (4.13). 
3. Selection of Size of Depth and Time 
The difference equation (4.13) becomes 
the differential equation as 6z + dz and 6t + dt 
Thus the quality of the difference solution is a 
function of the fineness of the grid used in the 
solution. Selection of both at and az is a process 
of optimizing, si.nce smaller increments will 
considerably increase computation time, and too 
large increments will cause inaccuracies in the 
results or divergence in iteration. Given a 
reasonably small oz , 6t can be chosen arbitrarily 
small, but beyond a certain lower limit, the solution 
cannot be improved without changing 6z as well. 
Depth Increments . Computations using different 
6z sizes demonstrated clearly the importance of mak-
ing the 6z network as small as practical. The 
results are presented and discussed at the end of 
this chapter . For purposes of an infiltration model, 
the az mesh is made smaller toward the surface both 
to define accurately t he time of pending and inception 
of runoff , and to define properly the steeply varying 
pressures which are encountered in this zone as the 
moisture begins to disperse into the soil column. 
Time Increment . If k 
r 
and asta~ were con-
scant in equation (4.13), it would be a linear partial 
differential eq~ation , and there would be no restric-
tions on the t ime step in the Crank-Nicolsen differ-
ence scheme. In nonlinear difference schemes , such 
as used here, such coefficients are assumed to have 
linearly averaged values over the time step chosen. 
Neither of these values actually varies in a linear 
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fashion over a 6t increment, so that the At used 
will affect the solution accuracy. Experimentation 
with the numerical solution demonstrated that the 
nonlinear changes of kr affect the computed accuracy 
of . the resulting distribution of moisture over the 
soil column, while nonlinear changes of 6S/6w are 
most noticeable in the accuracy of integrated moisture 
change over the time step,~· · continuity errors. 
On this basis, the limiting criterion used for 
time step selection was the change in 6S/6w over the 
time step. This was estimated from the change during 
t he previous time step and the local change in curva-
ture (a2s;a~2)~ of the soil moisture tension rela-
l. 
tion. Use of such a criterion allows longer time steps 
when rainfall is low and saturation changes are slow, 
or when the moisture-tension curve changes slope more 
gradually. This minimizing of the local curva~ure of 
the Sw- w relationship also insures the goodness of 
the approximations upon which the Crank-Nicolsen 
averaging scheme is based. 
4. Calculation of Infiltration 
Infiltration rates may be calculated by equation 
(4 . 23) when n becomes 1 , that is , when the surface 
becomes saturated . The value obtained should corres-
pond within a reasonable criterion of accuracy to the 
moisture change in the soil column over t he current 





tot i= 1 
(4. 26) 
The Crnnk-Nicolsen finite difference scheme was 
chosen as a result of extensive compari sons of the 
infiltration rate calculated by the above two methods 
for the schemes tested. This comparison, for t < 
time of pending, serves as a continuity test on the 
performance of the numerical scheme. 
Numerical Solution of the Surface Water Flow Equation 
Finite Difference Equation . Equation (3.17) is 
solved by an explicit finite difference method known 
as the single-step Lax-Wendroff scheme. Using the 
notation presented at the beginning of this chapter, 
and illustrated in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 , equation (3.17) 
is written as a second-order explicit finite difference 
scheme . First h(x,t) is expanded in a Taylor series : 
h(x, t + .6t) = h(x, t) 
(4. 27) 
From equation (3 .17) 
ah m ah a [ -~hm+I J - :: -~h - + q :: - ....:..t:..!!.. + q 
at ax ax m+l 




h _ __!.[-a (-ehm) + J 
ot2 - at ax m+ 1 q 
a [ a (± m+ 1 )J a =a; at m+ l h +1{l 
::.:!., {- ~hm [..!. ( ~ h m+ I + q)]~ + £g 
ax ax m+l ~ at 
Thus, from (4.27), 
- [..!. (Am+ 1 ) - J h(x, t + 6t) = h(x, t) Dt ax m+l q 
+A;' {a~ [Phma~ ( ~~ hm+l _ •)J + *}. 
(4. 28) 
Now an explicit finite difference form of equation 
(4 . 28) is written: 
This formulation has been shown by Kibler and 
Woolhiser {1970) to be stable for 
6t I 
6x<j;'hffi (4. 30) 
Boundary Conditions . For the upper boundary, 
the conditions are, for the kth plane, 
k = 1, h :: 0 for all t 
(i= 1) 
k > 1, h = h 
( i=1)k (i=N)k-1, for w :: w 
k k-1 
If wk ~ wk-l , h(i•l)k is specified to preserve 
continuity of flow, based on q(k- l) . The solution 
proceeds by planes from the upper end , and results 
from the (k-1)~ plane are stored as upper boundary 
th conditions for the ~ plane. For the lower bounda-
ry, a first- order difference approximation is used , 
whereby 
20 
i-1 j-1} qN + qN-1 
- 2 ( 4. 31) 
At the start, of course, the watershed is dry, and 
the initial conditions are hig1 • 0 for 1< i < Nx 
Combination of the Numerical Models of Soil Moisture 
Flow and Surface Water Movement 
General Structure of the Numerical Solution. The 
watershed modeled has been described schematically in 
Fig. 4 .1. The finite difference approximation to 
this scheme is illustrated in Fig . 4.6. Soil condi-
tions as well as initial moisture conditions may vary 
along the plane, so that although soil moisture move-
ment is described only in the vertical direction, 
horizontal variations are modeled by a discrete dis-
tribution of points along the plane. These points 
are equally spaced, and in Fig. 4 .6 are represented 
by ~ points, where ~ may vary from 1 to any 
number, dependent on the scale of horizontal varia-
tions, as well as available computer memory and 
efficiency of computer time desired . 
Plane K•l 
Fig. 4.6. Finite difference grid approximation for 
the infiltrating watershed . 
Each of the ~ points provides a value of 
q(x,t) for input t o the overland flow model. The 
overland flow model for plan k will require Nk 
divisions for the finite difference approximation, 
where Nk . Ax • L(k) . For ef ficiency, it is 
desirable that Nk not be restricted to equal ~ 
Thus the two numerical solutions are matched by 
interoolation at the surface. If ~ = 1 , for 
example, q(l) • q(2) • ... q(Nk) = q . For ~ • 2 , 
the soil model is solved at the ends of each plane , 
and q(n) is found by linear interpolation. A sub-
routi ne is used for this interpolation and provides 
for any value of Nk and ~ such that Mk ~ 1 , 
and Nk ~ 3. 
The matrix equation (4.21) is sol ved at each 
time step for each point on the plane, after which 
the explicit equation (4.29) for surface flow is 
solved , using t he same t ime step . Each time s t ep is 
chosen considering both condition (4.30) and the 
criteria for the moisture flow time step discussed 
above. 
Operational Logic : 1. Saturation . For a rain-
fall (RF), either constant or varied such that 
RF > Ks , some time ts will be reached at which the 
surface becomes saturated , t hat is ~i = 0 . After 
this point, runoff will begin, and infiltration is 
calculated by equation (4.23) and by equation (4.26) . 
Water will begin to "pond" (h (x) > 0) , and ~i 
will be calculated by equation (4.29). Rainfall 
excesses are distributed along the plane as described 
above. When a depth of water exists on the surface, 
it is also considered as available moisture, in addi-
t ion to rainfall; thus if the lower watershed soil 
does not saturate as soon as the upper area, for 
example , the surface water equations will predict a 
flow of water onto the lower area, and potential 
i nflow rate to the soil model will be RF + h(x)/6t. 
This is only a crude method for dealing with t he 
advancing front problem, well-known in irrigation 
studies. 
2. Recession. When, after runoff has begun, the 
rainfall rate drops below infiltration rate, h(x,t) 
will be decreased both by drainage predicted from the 
surface flow equation and by infiltration of the sur-
face storage into the soil. Infiltration decreases 
surface storage at the potential rate, (when after 
rainfall is less than Ks(6~/6z)i) until the depth 
at that point on the surface reaches 0 . In this 
case, q(x,t) in t he s urface flow equation will be 
negative until h(x,t) becomes ~ 0 . Conversely, 
the soil equation is solved for the saturated upper 
boundary condition until h(x,t) reaches 0 , after 
which the soil surface desaturates . A Qp
1 
= RF 
upper boundary condition (drainage) is then used, as 
long as RF remains less than potential f , and 
~1 ~ o. 
A logical network, shown in a general schematic 
in Fig. 4. 7, is used to detect the current condition 
of the surface for proper assignment of boundary con-
ditions at the start of a new time step . When ~1-l 
is sufficiently near 0 , it is necessary to know 
whether the soil is saturating or desaturating. It is 
also necessary to know when the time step should be 
changed prior to pending to insure that the point in 
time when ~ - 0 is not overshot by the time step , 
i 
and a smooth transition of bounda~y conditions can 
occur. If the watershed is undergoing recession, 
condit ions must be investigated to see if the availa-
ble surface water ~6 less than the potential infiltra-
tion at that time , so that the upper boundary condi-
tion may be reset to unsaturated for the new time step . 
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I READ GENERAL INPUT DATA I 
I READ PLANE -SPECIFIC INPUT DATA 
j 
I SET INITIAL SOIL CONDITIONS I ASSIGN SOIL TYPE TO EACH POINT 
I 
SELECT t:.T I AND MATRIX SIZE I 
ESTIMATE COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
l USE UNSATURATED l rl USE SATURATED L._ UPPER BOUNDARY ~ LUPPER BOUNDARY I -
~CALCULATE +' ITERATE UNTIL 
'----;::::~;:::;::::;;J~~~A~+' ..<. < 
,__ ____ -;J REPEAT FOR ALL I 
I POINTS ON PLANE 
I 
I CALULATE Q(•) • f ( t) I 
I CALCULATE SURFACE DEPTHS H( X) I AND OUTFLOW HYDROGRAPH 0 ( t l 
REPEAT FOR ALL I 
I RAINFALL INPUT SEGMENTS 
REPEAT FOR ALL PLANES 
PRINT RESULTS 
Fig. 4.7. General logical network for computer 
solution of equations (4.18) and (4.30). 
Experiments on Numerical Methods and Solution 
Sensitivity . 
The numerical procedure presented previously is 
the most satisfactory of several finite-difference 
formulations of equation (2.16) that were tested. The 
investigation of methods of numerical solution of 
equation (2 . 16) constituted the firs t part of this 
study. 
Finite- difference Formulations. The fir st method 
used was an .explicit scheme simila~ to that used by 
Ibrahim [1967) , but allowed for rainfall as the 
upper boundary condition. The rainfall boundary 
condition was described by a difference equation with 
pressures at the upper two nodes as unknowns. This 
was solved simultaneously with a difference equation 
for nodes 1, 2, and 3, similar to equation (4.18) , in 
which ~~ c ~~-l . Solution for t he remaining nodes 
j j-1 
proceeded sequentially with ljli+l assumed • ~ i+l 
j when solving for ljli . As shown in Fig . 2. 2, the 
solution diverges with time because of the assumption 
stated above. Such divergence can be minimized by 
taking 6t sufficiently small, but availability of 
the rapid matrix solution algorithm (4.25) allows 
equal or better speed by means of an implicit 
formulation. 
Several implicit methods were tested empirically 
to determine which appears to be the best method. 
One way to write a finite- difference form of equation 
(4.1) is to use coefficients evaluated at the end of 
the time step. This method is referred to as a fully 
tmplicit formulation . In this case, the coefficients 
[SL]i , [STOR]i would be evaluated using ~{ rather 
than -2
1 (.p~ + ~-l) . An example of the results of 
1 1 
such a scheme in terms of integrated infiltration 
rates is shown in Fig. 4 .8. The use of coefficients 
evaluated at the new time step causes the bias in the 
infiltration, which would not be detected if only 
moisture profiles were computed. Similarly, the 
linearized formulations, used by several p·revious 
investigators (Chapter II), where coefficients are 
calculated at the beginning of the time step (from 
the previous values of ljl) causes an opposite bias 
in the infiltration rate. 
r-:-- - -----+ _..l!AJ~Illll..:JiliiL- -----
• I . . ~ . 
2 • • • . ~. .· . jl 
i l 
.... 
0=o-~~.-~~~~.~o-t~2-~ •• ~~.6~~.a~~~~~~*-~2.~~u~~2~a~~ 
i 1mt from Slorl of Ftoinfoll , M1nut .. 
Fig. 4.8. Example of computed infiltration rates 
using a fully implicit difference 
formulation . 
Because the saturation-depth curve becomes very 
steep for infiltration into dry soils, it is reasonable 
that a second-order finite-difference formulation 
might better approximate the partial differential 
equation (4.1). Such a method was derived i n a manner 
similar to the second-order Lax-Wendroff difference 
method in Chapter Ill, starting with a Taylor series 
expansion. Iterative solution of this implicit formu-
lation proved somewhat difficult, as the i teration was 
generally not naturally convergent. Furthermore , the 
scheme proved unstable, as illustrated by the sample 
results of Fig . 4.9. Unfortunately, the stability and 
convergence properties of the nonlinear finite-differ-
ence formulas are difficult if not impossible to deter-
mine analytically, and such trial and error methods 
arc unavoidable. 
Sensitivity of the Numerical Solution. Given a 
watershed model system, with rainfall rate as the input 
and infiltration rates and runoff rates as output, it 
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Fig. 4.9. EKample of computed infiltration rates using 
a second order difference formulation. 
system to small variations in the system parameters. 
The important system parameters in t his model are t he 
size of the time step, the size of the depth and 
length increments , the saturated conductivity of the 
soil, and the hydraulic properties of the unsaturated 
soil , i.e., the kr- Sr - ~ relations. 
The role of the size of the time step has been 
discussed previously in this chapter. In some cases , 
the iterative process will converge for qui te large 
time steps, but they must be limited to accurately 
reflect t he nature and degree of nonlinearity and the 
scale of time and space variations modeled. 
The effect of the size of the depth increment on 
the numerical solution of equation (2.16) has received 
scant attention in literature. From the results of 
this study , it appears to play a critical role. Fig. 
4.10 shows the effect on the soil moisture profile of 
three different sizes of 6Z in the solution of 
equation (4.17) . The moisture front becomes progress-
ively steeper as the Z increment size is reduced . 
The corresponding effect on infiltration rates is 
shown in Fig . 4.11. The time of inception of runoff 
is markedly affected by the choice of 6Z size, and 
the difference in infiltration rates is even more 
marked than the saturation profiles . 
The general effect of changes in Ks , the satu-
rated conductivity, on the infiltration rate is 
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Fig . 4.10. Example of the effect of AZ size on 
computed moisture saturation profile. 
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Fig . 4 .11. Example of the effect of AZ size on 
computed infiltration rate . 
ill ustrated in Fig. 4.12. For an increase in Ks 
the infiltration curve is shifted in a negative 
direction in both the f dimension and the t dimen-
sion. This appears to be an important property in 
terms of the sensitivity of the overall infiltration 
curves . A lower Ks results in a steeper saturation-
depth curve, at l east a t the early stages of infiltra-
tion, as a noticeable front is moving down the soil 
profile. This is associated with the earlier incep-
tion of runoff . 
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It is beyond the scope of this study to investi-
gate in detail t he sensitivity of the numerical 
solution to various changes in the hydraulic relations 
of unsaturated porous media. Some observations on 
sensitivity gathered in the experimentation of t his 
work will be presented here briefly. In general, the 
numerical results in this work concur with those pub-
lished by Hanks and Bowers [1963) . Unquestionably , 
considerable work is needed to investigate solution 
sensitivity . 
In describing the ef fect of changes in the 
assumed S - kr - ~ relations , one should keep in 
mind the interdependence of those relations . That is, 
in an actual soil, if the S - ~ curve is somehow 
changed, the physical means used to effect the change 
will also necessarily change the kr - w relation-
ship. Therefore , the effect of a shift in the S - ~ 
curve shown in Figs. 4.13 , 4 .14 and 4.15 comes f rom 
changes in both the S - w and kr - w relations. 
For Curve A l ess moisture is stored in the profile 
in the time ti from start of rain to when surface 
saturation (w1= 0) occurs , and thus t 1 is less 
than for curve B . In addition , the permeability 
curve for s aturation curve A will be shifted to the 
left with respect to curve B , and the r esult is a 
steeper ~oisture fron t. In effect , a lower kr for 
a given ~ causes ~ore of the moisture entering a 
finite element to be allotted to increased storage, 
and less to be passed through as moisture flow. This 
results in a steeper saturation profile at a given 
time (Fig. 4 .15). 
Modification of the ~ vs. S curve A to c 
in Fig. 4.13 will have a minor effect. if the krvs. ~ 
curve is unchanged. For actual soil , of course, this 
would not be the case. As reported by Hanks and 
Bowers [1963) , effects of such modifications seem to 
be more pronounced for changes in the region of the 
curves near saturation. The results from the numeri-
cal model confirm this , especially when infiltration 
curves are the object. 
In using the relations of Brooks and Corey (1964] 
to describe unsaturated hydraulic properties of the 
soil , it is important to recognize the sensitivity of 
the soil curves to errors in the parameters. In 






















Fig. 4 .13 . Saturation - capillary pressure relations 
for two similar soils. 
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measuring the moisture-tension curves for the Poudre 
sand , it appeared that an error in the estimation of 
Sr was counterbalanced by the accompanying displace-
ment of the Se vs. ~ curve, so that the intercept 
pb was not very sensitive to this estimate. The 
exponents A and £ , however, are functions of Sr 
because they are functions of the slope of the loga-
rithmic plot, and when kr is evaluated by use of 
equation (2.17), these small errors can be significant. 
It is fortuitous that such e~ors will be greatest in 
the regions where kr is smallest, and least effec-
tive in the solution for infiltration rates. When a 
soil exhibits a very steep slope in the saturation-
tension relationship , however, the exponent £ 
becomes quite large, and the error in kr can be 
significant. 
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Fig. 4.14 . Effect of shift in the saturation-capil-
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Fig. 4. 15. Effect of shift in the moisture-tension relation on the 





LABORATORY AND FIELD EXPERIMENTS 
No matter how sound the physical basis for a 
mathematical model , one always wishes t o compare i t s 
performance with careful observations of the process 
being modelled. Considering the threat of the many 
types of experimental error , as well as the simpli fi-
cations involved in formulating the model , this is 
admittedly a hazardous undert aking. Nevertheless, one 
may gain useful insight into the sensitivity of the 
model to measured input parameters , as well as its 
general efficiency and applicability as a research 
tool. 
Simulation of a Laboratory-Scale Infiltrating Watershed 
In order to determine concurrently the performance 
of the numerical model in predicting soil water move-
ment and surface runoff processes, a l aborat ory scale 
soil flume was modified to create a prototype scale 
infiltrating slope . 
Description of the Soil Flume. The soil flume, 
sho·wn schematically in Fig. 5.1 , consists of two paral-
lel reinforced plates, 4 feet high by 40 feet long , 
containing a 2-inch thickness of soil . The side plates 
are made of 4- x 4-foot, 3/4 inch thick panels, held 
by reinforcing angles. The central four panels are of 
plexiglass, and three on each end arc of aluminum. 
The ends of the flume are porous and consist of a 
fiberglass filter supported by a copper screen, all 
encased in a channeled end plate to collect seepage 
flow. The bottom is of heavy steel to insure rigidity. 
The slope of the flume may be changed by raising one 
end with a permanently mounted hydraulic lif t. 
The flume was originally designed for studies of 
saturated groundwater flow, employing point sources of 
fluid. To prevent algal growth , the fluid used is a 
light oil resembling refined kerosene , used in the 
petroleum industry for testing the hydraulic properties 
of t est cores . It is sold by the Phillips Petroleum 
1/ Company and is referred t o as "Soltrol"- or "Philli ps 
Core Test Fluid." The f l uid propert ies are l isted in 
Table 5.1. 
Table 5. I 
F luid Pro2erties of "Soltrol" 
Temperature. oc 
21 zz 23 Z4 25 
Density 
sm./e~. . 7576 . 7569 . 7562 . 7556 . 7 549 
Kinematic 
v iscos ily 
em. 2/ see. X J02 2.047 2. 0 II 1. 97 5 1. 941 I. 907 
4o·.o· 
Scl\ernolic of Soil 
E!li!il• 
Section A- A 
Fig. 5.1. General schematic of t he laboratory soil 
flume and instrumentation for studying 
watershed response. 
For use in studies of flow in porous media, the 
remaining importa.nt property of this fluid is its 
surface tension, or its capillary properties . This 
was determined by a laboratory measurement of satura-
tion vs. fluid tension for the soil used in t he flume . 
(See Smith (1970)]. 
The soil used is a locally obt ained river-
deposited sand, known as Poudr e fine sand. Previous 
investigators placed the soil in the flume in thin 
layers. Although care was taken in placing the sand, 
uniform density was not achieved. 
The Rainfall Si mulation Appara tus . To al l ow the 
flume to be used to study the effectiveness of the 
mathematical model , equipment was added to (a) gener-
ate uniform fluid inputs at the surface , (b) measure 
the vertical movc.ment of moisture through the soil , 
and (c) measure the rate of surface runoff, or the 
watershed hydrograph. 
1/ Manufactured by Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville , Oklahoma . Trade names and company names used in 
this paper are included for information only and do not constitute endorsement by the U. S. Department of 
Agriculture . 
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To provide a simulated source of rainfall, drop~ 
producing manifolds were constructed similar to those 
used by Chow and Harbaugh [1965] at the University 
of Illinois. A diagram of one of these 20 units con-
structed is shown in Fig . 5 . 2, and an installed unit 
is shown in Fig . 5 . 3. The entire 40-foot surface was 
covered with these units, which were supplied with 
fluid from a cons tant head tank. The supply line was 
split sequentially so that pressure was nearly uniform 
in the manifolds. Drops were produced through the 
capillary tubes on the lower face of the manifold at 
a rate determined by the pressure in the manifold , 
from zero up to a maximum pressure. Above this 
pressure, depending upon the size of capillary tube, 
the drops become a continuous stream. 
~---------------~·------------------------, 
.... y , . .. 
Fig. 5.2 . Plan of a raindrop producing manif old unit . 
Fig. 5. 3. Drop producing unit mounted on t op of flume . 
The soil surface was covered with 2- inch medical 
bandage gauze to prevent raindrop erosion. A surface 
runoff collector , with a sill flush with the soil 
sur face , was mounted at the lower end of the flume. 
The runoff volume at any time was measured by collect-
ing all runoff in a calibrated tank and sensing the 
fluid level with a pressure transducer. Pressures 
were converted to vol tages , which were read at 5-
second intervals and printed by a paper tape printer. 
Voltages were converted to volume of fluid by use of 
the known calibration of the collecting tank , and the 
dif ferential of the volume over each 5-second i nterval 
was the rate of flow for that interval . The runoff 
measuring equipment a.nd constant head tank are pic-




















Fig. 5.4 . Lower end of flume, showing equipment 
for measuring surface runoff . 
The Measurement of Soil Moisture Movement . To 
follow the movement of the i nfiltrati ng fluid down 
into the flume, a carriage assembly was designed and 
constructed , which would allow use of y-ray attenu-
ation to measure local saturation of the soil . This 
carriage i s depicted in Fig. 5 .1, and the source side 
and detector side of the unit are pictured in Figs . 
5. 5 and 5 . 6, respectively . The theory by which soil 
moisture is determined from gamma-attenuation theory 
is presented briefly in Appendix A. 
The carriage assembly was mounted on rails over 
the section of the flume with plexiglas& walls . The 
source and detector were mounted colinearly (or nearly 
so) on individual racks that moved vertically in 
square machined sleeves. The racks were moved by 
pinions on a common shaft, turned by a hand crank, 
as shown in Fig. 5 .1 . A friction clamp held the units 
at any vertical position. 
Experimental Procedure. The f irst step in simu-
lating the watershed r esponse of this laboratoYy soil 
flume was to determine the relation between the pres-
sure at the constant head tank and the rate of rain-
fall on the surface. This was accomplished by install-
ing a collector channel with a semi-circular c~oss 
section in the f l ume over the soil t o collect all the 
rainfall. Rainfall rates computed by means of steady 
runoff rates were measured for several elevations of 
the constant-level tank . The relation of rainfall 
rate to f luid level is shown in Fig . 5. 7. 
Experiments were performed using a rainfall rate 
roughly two to three times the saturated conductivity 
of the soil . Rainfalls of 15 minutes were used, and 
both dry and moist initial conditions wer e used . 
Because a minimum of 30 seconds was necessary to 
count the gamma rays through the soil, instantaneous 
Fig. 5.5 . Gamma-ray source and 
carriage on soil flume. 
Fig. 5.6. Gamma-ray counter unit . 
Picture shows opposite 
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Fig. 5.7 . Relation between rainfall rate and fluid 
head at the constant level tank. 
soil profiles during rainfall could not be obtained. 
However, the location of the steep part of the satu-
ration profile was obtained quite accurately at 
several stages for each experimental "event ." 
Numerical Simulation. Laboratory measurement of 
the unsaturated hydraulic properties of the soil and 
the saturated conductivity and porosity provided the 
necessary input to the mathematical model for soil 
moisture movement. These properties were determined 
for the twa extreme bulk densities found in the flume , 
and the properties of an intermediate density were 
interpolated from the other data. The map of bulk 
densities determined by gamma-counting as described 
above was then interpreted in terms of gross layers 
corresponding to these three densities, and these 
layers were used in the numerical model. For the 
surface flow portion of the model, the slope and length 
were measurable , and roughness was a f i tted parameter. 
The exponent m was determined by use of equations 
(3.4) and (3.22) since Q(t) was measured at the end 
of the flume. 
Simulation of a Field Plot Watershed 
Modeling a field plot watershed provides an 
experiment significantly different from the labora-
tory prototype scale simulation . The watershed 
slope, surface roughness, and soil properties are 
not the same at each point, and the rainfall and 
runoff data available are not as accurate as labora-
tory measurements. 
The purpose of simulating the runoff response of 
a field plot watershed to rainfall is to determine the 
sensitivity of the simulation model to the above-
mentioned inhomogeneities, and to see i f approxima te 
information concerning the unsaturated hydraulic pro-
perties of the soil may be used to predict the obser-
ved runoff within acceptable limits of error. 
Selection of a Field Plot. The data available on 
hydraulic properties of the soils came f r om an Agri-
cultural Research Service publication listing results 
of extensive sampling of ARS watersheds [Holtan, et. 
al ., 1968) . From these watersheds, it was desired to 
select a field plot with soil as uniform as possible. 
Furthermore, the plot should be as near as possible 
to a point from which sampled soil data were available. 
It was also desirable to avoid clay soils which would 
be subject to cracking. 
The site chosen was field plot 56-H in the 
Hastings, Nebraska, Watershed. The soil type is Colby 
silt loam and the plot is unfurrowed nat ural pasture 
covered with native grasses. Plot 56-H is next to a 
continuously recording rain gauge, and the contour 
maps available for this area indicate quite uniform 
overall slope . A map of the watershed site is given 
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Fig. 5.8. Map of ~portion of t he Hastings , Nebraska 
experimental watershed , showing pasture 
plot 56-H. 
Derivation of Soil Properties. The data from 
the ARS on the watershed soils include tension plate 
desaturation moisture-tension data for each soil 
l ayer in the profile , at 0.10 , 0. 30, 0.6, 1.0, 3.0 
and 15 . 0 bars tension, porosities at 0. 30 bars and 
oven-dry condition, and saturated conductivity. 
These data were taken on undisturbed "clods" of the 
material in most cases . 
To obtain useful curves from these data, the few 
data points for S were used to derive ~ in equa-
tion (2 .18) , by logarithmic plotting of se vs. * . 
In most cases a straight line fit could be obtained. 
The region near saturation where the curvature is 
negative, neglected by the Brooks and Corey formula, 
had to be fitted by eye. Furthermore, an imbibition 
curve had t o be ext rapolated from the desatur ation 
curve by using a l ogarithmically parallel line . The 
process proceeds as follows: the moisture percentages 
by weight given in the data for each soil layer are 
converted to saturation by volume. This employs the 
porosity relation, equation (4.7), developed from the 
two porosities given. In several cases, the data 
were in error, since volume saturation at 0.1 bar 
tension was considerably greater than the porosity 
at 0. 3 bar . Some judgment is necessary in conversion 
of these data, because values given are certainly not 
as accurate as the number of decimal places given. 
The point ~min must be chosen arbitrarily, and was 
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taken to be ~ at 2.0 bars tension. 
The volume saturation is computed as 
(5.1) 
where W - water content in % dry weight 
p
5 
= solid density of soil - 2.65 
Relative sat ur ation is then computed by the r elation 
s 
e 
s - s ___ r_ 
1 - s r 
where Sr is resi dual saturation, a value chosen 
to make the Se vs. ~ curve linear on a logarithmic 
pl ot. This paramet er was proposed by Brooks and 
Corey [1964) simply as a fitting parameter. 
Having estimated ~ from the log S vs . log w , 
curve, the exponent describing the relative-permeabi -
lity curve is derived from equation (2.19) : 
n tA • 2 + 3A 
where n slope of the permeability-tension curve in 
l ogarithmic plotting. Relative permeability is then 
given by k 
r 
Soil curv es for Colby silt loam derived in this 
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Fig .. 5.9. Saturation- capillary pressure relation 
derived for Colby silt loam. 
Selection of a Storm for Simulation. Detailed 
rainfall and runoff data on a 1-minute incremental 
basis were obtained for most of the storms producing 
runoff on each subwatershed. Soil moisture at 1-foot 
increments to a depth of 4 feet was measured by 
volumetric sampling twice each year. 
Storms were selected from these data on the basis 
of closeness in time to the date of soil moisture 
sampling, and simplicity of the rainfall pattern. 





Fig. 5.10. Relative permeability-capillary pressure 
relation derived for Colby silt loam. 
Either initial moisture was estimated from descrip-
tions such as "dry" or "moist", or the storm was 
double peaked, and sufficient moisture redistribution 
took place during the storm to make the use of the 
imbibition soil relations invalid, due to hysteresis 
(Chapter II). 
Storms were selected as a compromise between 
desired knowledge of initial conditions, and simplici-
ty of rainfall pattern. It appears , however, that no 
simple storms occur in southern Nebraska . 
CHAPTER VI 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Results of Numerical Simulation of the Laboratory 
Soil Flume 
To model the soil in the laboratory flume , it was 
first necessary to obtain a map of the variations in 
soil density , to identify layers of soil for the 
mathematical model. The method used was described in 
Chapt er V. Results of density measurements are pre-
sented in Fig. 6.1. These data show that the density 
scatters considerably , as would be expect ed consider-
ing the method used to fill the flume.. In general, 
the density increases with depth, as would also be 
expected, probably as a result of over burden pressure . 
a • IZ..8 tl 
l20 I ~ 0.0C I lK' . .. 
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. . 
. . 
Fig. 6 . l. Soil bulk densities at four sections of 't he 
soil flume as determined by gamma-
attenuation. 
Experimental Results. Five experimental runs 
were made on the laboratory flume . Two types of 
initial condition were used : the first was n relative-
ly dry condition where the flume had been unused for 
several weeks, and the water table was at about the 
42-inch depth. The second condit ion was found by 
repeating a rainfall only a few hours after the dry 
condition r ainfall experiment had been run. Initial 
conditions as recorded by the gamma-attenuation equip-
ment for a typical dry and wet run are shown in 
Fig . 6.2, taken at the section X - 18.3 feet , 
measured from the lower end of t he flume . 
The results of laboratory determination of the 
unsatura t ed hydraulic properties of the soil are 
shown in Figs . 6. 3 and 6. 4. Due t o repeated fai lures 
of laboratory equipment , the curve for k vs . S at p 
r- b 
= 1.25 was not completel y determined i n the labora-
tory . Good values for kr at ~ • 0 were found for 
this soil, however, which is a most important value 
for infiltration studies . The missing part of the 
curv·e was determined from the laboratory results of 
t he S vs . y relation , equation (2 .17) , and analogy 
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Fig . 6.2. Initial moisture conditions for the wet and 
dry runs as determined by gamma-
att enuation. 
with other laboratory data. Curves for the sand at 
the intermediate bulk density (pb) were determined 
by interpolation between the experimentally determined 
curves. The work of Laliberte [1966] on properties 
of unconsolidated media indicates that K is a non-s 
linear function of pb , with K
8 
for an intermediate 
ob being near er the value of the higher pb . This 
was used as a guide in estimating Ks for Pb • 1.36. 
Curves for ljJ ~· S ~· kr wer e obtained by linear 
interpolation . in the absence of evidence to show the 
relationship of these values to pb . 
The soil density variation as shown in Fig . 6 .1 
was approximated by using layers composed of the 
three bulk densities fo r which the properties had been 
derived as described above. The initial saturation 
profile was approximated f rom the data shown in 
Fig. 6.~. These soil and satur ation condit ions 
derived for the mathematical simulation are shown in 



































Fi g . 6. 3. Saturation-capillary pressure imbibition 
relations for three bulk densities of 
Poudre fine sand. 
Watershed hydrographs resulting from laboratory 
exper iments and from the numerical simulations are 
shown in Figs. 6.6 and 6.7. The corresponding data 
for moisture profiles in the soil are presented in 
Figs . 6 . 8 and 6. 9. 
Due to the construction of the soil flume , data 
for densi t y and saturation of the upper 1 1/2 inches 
of the soil could not be obtained with the y-attenua-
tion equipment. As a result, it was necessary to 
es timate soil density and saturat ion at the surface 
layer. The scatter of values in the data for initial 
conditions also left some room for i nterpretation. 
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Capillary Pressure Potential, ~ ly •-ojt, em. of fluid 
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Fig. 6. 4. Relative permeability-capi llary pressure 
imbibition relations for three bulk 
densities of Poudre fine sand. 
The relationship between surface depth and quantity of 
surface flow involves determination of two other impor-
tant parameters. The exponent m and coefficient C 
in equation (3.4) can be estimated from equation (3 . 4) 
and (3.22) using the experimental surface hydrograph, 
and the rainfall excess curve . Using the simulated 
excess curve and the experimental runoff hydrograph 
in equation (3.4) yields a value of m very close to 
2 and a val ue of 4 x 105 for C' , as in Fig . 6 . 10. 
Thus a laminar flow r elation was assumed, and us.ed in 
the simulation shown in Figs . 6. 6 and 6.7. The r ough-
ness coefficient indicated by Fig. 6.10 can be com-
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Fig. 6.6. Measured a;o simulated hydrographs for run 
3 with dry initial conditions. 
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Fig. 6.7. Measured and simulated hydrographs for run 
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Fig . 6 . 9. Measured and Sil~t'l.?. red moisture profiles 
during run '; .. 
For a laminar flow r elati onship, 
- •c t 3 q = \.. _,' 
where C' is analogous to, but quite different from 
the Cheiy resistance coefficient . The Darcy-Weisbach 
fric tion factor f is theoret 1cally inversely propor-
tional t o Reynolds number Rn in the laminar flow 
range: 
(6 .1) 
where kf is 24 for the theoretical smooth case. It 
can be shown that C' i s related t o kf as follows: 
where 
C' (6. 2) 
2 g • 32.2 • gravitational constant, (ft/sec ) 
v • kinematic viscosity in ft 2/sec 
~~en kf • 24 , C' 
A value of 4 x 105 was found to fit t he l abora-
tory results wel l, when two infiltrating points, at 
each end of the flume , were used in the numerical 
model. Soil densities were sufficiently variabl e from 
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sufficient number of points along the flume to jus tify 
a ttempting to model the flume by taking a greater 
number of infiltrating points . 
Comparison between measured and simulated hydro-
graphs consistently showed a more extended recession 
for the flume data chan for the simulation. This 
disagreement could be caused by either a failure of 
the surface flow equations t o describe surface flow, 
or failure of the infiltration model t o describe 
infiltration, or perhaps both. For run 4 , with wet 
initial conditions , air compression is a likely cause 
of the rapid jump in runoff near the end of the rain-
fall . This model does not account for such air 
counterflow. A reduction in infiltration due to air 
pressure gradients could perhaps account for some of 
the differ ence in recession characteristics. Bubbles 
were noticed escaping from the surf ace during the 
l a tter part of the laboratory runs . 
The soil moisture profiles from the flume 
measurements and the corresponding results f rom the 
mathematical model , in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9 show a 
reasonable agreement . The gamma-attenuation method , 
under the conditions of t his experiment , could not be 
expected to yield data with better accuracy than 5 to 
10%. It appears that the mathematical model over-
estimates the speed of t he moisture "front" by 
appr oximately 107. . 
It should be kept in mind that the simulation 
assumed a soil varying abruptly at a few layers, and 
nearly unifo~ along the plane, whereas in fact 
changes in the soil density occurred smoothly and on 
a scale of inches. This fact , along with the uncer-
tainty concerning the true properties of the upper 
1 1/2 inches of soil, results in some uncertaintv 
concerning the effective gross soil properties t~ be 
used in the simulation model. The recession and the 
gamma-attenuation data indicate a possibility that 
runoff is occurring sooner , with the rainfall excess 
curve rising somewhat more slowly than is predicted by 
the mathematical model . The surface hydtaulic rough-
ness would then be greater, which is reasonable. With 
the data used, however, t he overall agreement of exper-
imental results and mathematical simulation is still 
quite acceptable. 
Results of Experimental Simulation of a Small Water-
shed Plot 
Simulation of experimental watershed plots from 
Hastings, Nebraska, presented a considerably different 
problem. For one thing, all soil and hydraulic infor-
mation was less detailed and accurate than for the 
laboratory model . Soil imbibition curves had to be 
estimated from desaturation curves , for which only a 
few points were available. Two values for saturated 
conductivity were given by the data source, with a 
wide difference between them (.18 to .81 inches/hour). 
Thus saturated conductivity could not be taken as a 
known parameter. The roughness of the surface was 
unknown, and the slightly undulating surface was 
necessarily assumed to be a plane. Furthermore, the 
initial moisture condition of the storms could only 
be e stimated. 
With these limitations, attempts at simulation of 
plot watershed data are best considered as an exercise 
in fitting of physical parameters into a theoretical 
framework. The results were, howeve~, quite encourag-
ing. Fig. 6.11 shows the rainfall pattern for the 
storm of June 29 , 1944, along with the measured and 
simulated hydrographs . Values for K , C' , and 
initial saturation profiles were fitt~d by trial. The 
roughness used for simulation was C' a 900 , which 
corresponds to the value fo~ tu~fed surfaces reported 
by Morgali [op. cit . ]. The soil was modelled as a 
layered system to correspond with the ARS soil sampling 
data, with layers of 5", 6", and 30", corresponding 
to the curves shown in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10. Satura-
ted conductivities used for these soils were 0.20, 
0.18, and 0.30 inches per hour, respectively. These 
are also quite reasonable values. 
By comparison with the laboratory flume, runoff 
rates for the storms simulated on the Hastings, 
Nebraska field plots never came near the equilibrium 
rate for any of the rainfall pulse rates in the storm. 
Runoff from the flume was, on the other hand, very 
close to the rainfall rate minus infiltration rate by 
the end of the rainfall pulse. As a result, for simu-
lating the plot watershed response, surface roughness 
becomes a very important parameter in matching peak 
rates of runoff . 
Foster [op. ci~], in work on field plots using an 
algebraic infiltration formula, found that actual 
recessions were more extended than the prediction. 
He hypothesized that this may be explained by a limi-
tation of infilttation ability due to confining of 
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Fig. 6.11. Rainfall pattern, measured and simulated 
hydrographs for June 29 , 1944 storm on 
Hastings pasture plot 56-R. 
reduce the infiltration rate by 75%. It seems reason-
able that the microtopography on a field plot would 
result in a confined area with infiltration opportun-
ity. A very simple formula was used to simulate such 
effects in this model. Microrelief was assumed to be 
distributed in elevation such that infiltrating area 
was linearly distributed between a minimum area when 
depth of water was near zero , to the complete covering 
of the watershed when the surface water depth became 
greater than some maximum value. No doubt, a much 
more physically based model could be derived to 
simulate this and other surface effects. Use of this 
simple surface relief model improved the agreement 
of recessions for this watershed. 
To test the validity of parameters C' and Ks 
fitted for this storm, the same values were applied 
to another storm, for June 5, 1945, with initial soil 
moisture distribution as the only fitting parameter. 
The results for this storm, compared ~ith the recorded 
hydrograph are shown in Fig. 6 .12 . 
Each of these storms was described a s occurring 
on a "moist" soil cc:~.:lition, and indeed the fitted 
soil saturations u~ed for the results of Figs. 6.11 
and 6.12 are quite similar. It should be pointed out 
that for the measured hydrographs, the coincidence of 
timing of the rainfall rates and runoff data could be 
as much as five minutes in error, from experience 
with the clocks used in such instrumentation. 
The parameters developed for the two storms 
above werP. also applied to a storm for which initial 
soil saturation data was measured a few days prior to 
the storm. This storm, shown in Fig . 6.13, has a 
double peak , and the soil curves used which only des-
cribe imbi bition should not be able t o model well 
the redistribution of moisture between the two rainfall 
peaks. The excellent agreement for this storm is in 
part due to a fortuitous estimation of initial soil 
moisture, based on data from five days previous. 
Also, it appears from thl.lsc three storms th11 t rcc:ct<-
sions are modelled most accurately for storms with 
little runoff, and least accurately when runoff iR 
high. This could be connected with misestimulion of 
long period infiltration , and effects of air count~r­
flow. It could also be connected ~ith the actual 
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Fig. 6.12. Rainfall pattern, measured and simulated 
hydrographs for June 5, 1945 storm on 
Hastings past ure plot 56-H. 
or surface seal development when fine material is 
being transported in the infiltrating surface water. 
Computer running time for these simulations is 
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Fig. 6.13. Rainfall pattern, measured and simulated 
hydrographs for June 17 , 1944 storm on 
Hascings pasture plot 56-lo. 
tension curves, the rate of imposed rainfall, and the 
size of Az increments. For these simulations, the 
CDC 6400 com~uter used approximately one second for 
each minute of simulated storm, and required approxi-
mately 70,0008 core storage . 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The response of a watershed t o rainfall is a 
very complex natur al process. No theoretical model 
of a natural watershed can conceivably be made which 
could account for all the variables and their inter-
relationships that affect the runoff process. On the 
other hand, no model which is sufficiently simple to 
be a general engineering tool can hope to model well 
the result of all these complexities. The objective 
of model formulation is to make simplifying assump-
tions so the model is not unwieldy and yet retains 
the most important characteristics of the physical 
system. 
This study has adopted sufficient simplifying 
assumptions so that current theories of soil water 
movement and watershed hydraulics could be combined 
into a mathematical model of the rainfall-runoff 
process on small elementary watersheds. 
Conclusions . The partial differential equation 
of one-phase soil moisture movement was solved numer-
ically with the purpose of describing the dependent 
upper boundary conditions governing infiltration . It 
was shown that this solution may be obtained with 
suff icient efficiency and preservation of material 
continuity to provide a description of infiltration 
rate as a smoothly varying function of time in agree-
ment with the shape and asymptotic nature of the 
results of infiltrometer studies. The solutions were 
found t o be sensitive to t he size of finite difference 
elements and to other solution parameters. The results 
agree i n general with previous studies of numerical 
sensitivity . 
It was then demonstrated that this infiltration 
model may be combined with the kinematic equation of 
overland flow, with interacting boundary conditions 
at the soil surface, to provide a mathematical model 
of t he generation of overland flow from rainfall on an 
i nfi ltrati ng surface . 
For the case where the necessary hydraulic 
relationships for the unsaturated porous media can be 
obtained, this model can accurately descri be the 
performance of a relatively simple infiltrating 
watershed when rainfall occurs. The accuracy of 
such a predic tion for more complex watersheds will 
necessari ly depend on obtaining reliable data for 
the effective average hydraulic properties of the 
soil and watershed surface for definable regions 
wi thin the watershed. 
For the case where soil pr operties are subject 
t o l arge errors or must be estimated , such a model 
can provide a theoretical framewo rk for a good des-
cription of the watershed response , in which system 
parameters wi th physical significance , such as effec-
tive saturated conductivity and surface roughness, 
may be obtained by comparison with experimental data . 
Recommendations. The ideal experimental pro-
cedure for evaluation of the model developed in t his 
study would be to first test its performance in com-
parison with the simplest case. As data were obtained 
from the soil flume used in this work, it became 
apparent that the soil section in the laboratory flume 
was a complex rather than a simple case , where soil 
properties varied significantly in both horizontal 
and vertical d i rections. A soil flume in which soil 
has been placed in a controlled and uniform manner 
should be used to test this mathematical model. 
Many improvements could be made in the facilities 
for measuring soil moisture movement, which could 
better evaluate the agreement between theory and 
experiment. A flume for this purpose should have 
facilities which allow measurement of conditions near 
the surface, whi ch appear to be very important i n 
infiltration. Other improvements in laboratory equip-
ment should be made to allow faster determination of 
point saturation by using a more active or stronger 
r adioactive sour ce , and designing equipment t o move 
more quickly in a ver tical direct ion. The flume 
should be more uniform in thickness, and should have 
better facilities for studying unsaturated flow speci-
fically , including control and measurement of air 
escape , or air compression. 
I t is not at all certain that the relationship 
of equation (6.1) describes the true hydraulic resist-
ance of the surface, especially in view of the energy 
input of the raindrops. To adequately study the role 
of infiltration, the sur face should be made impervious, 
and the surface hydraulics studied independently. In 
many cases, the watershed hydraulics may follow a 
laminar flow relation for part of the hydrograph, a 
turbulent relation for another , and exhibit transi-
tional characteristics between these periods. Study 
of this type is currently in progress at Colorado 
State University, employing a prot otype scale water-
shed, and a mathematical model for runoff on an 
impervious watershed [Kibler and Woolhiser, 1970) . 
A mathematical infiltration model could be based 
on equations (2.14) and (2.15) which would include a 
model for flow of the air phase. Although this should 
improve the accuracy of the theoretical model, it 
woul d also make the numerical solution more lengthy , 
and in terms of computer time, much more expensive. 
To employ t he complete two- phase equations would 
require data for the relation between air conductivity 
and water saturation. At present, very little soil 
data are available which include this information, and 
far less such data for soils in place on watersheds . 
To employ a model such as developed in this study, 
data col lection on experimental watersheds should be 
oriented toward the hydraulic soil properties important 
in infiltration , rather than the traditional descrip-
tions of soil chemists and agronomists . The soil 
analyses should obtain such things as imbibition rela-
tions between moisture tension, saturation , and unsat -
urated conductivity. Field measurements of saturot~d 
conductivity are also very important , and progress in 
remote sensing offers hope that in the future, surface 
and near surface saturations may be obtainable on a 
large scale basis. With such physically meaningful 
data, models employing current knowledge of the· 
physical processes involved may be applied t o study 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
Description 
Nonlinear operator matrix 
as subscript - refers to air 
phase, or locally defined 
constant 
Dimension 
of f-diagonal element in matr i x A 
diagonal element in matrix A 
Chezy roughness coefficien t , 
turbulent flow 
laminar roughness coefficient 
constant of integration 
off-diagonal element in matrix A 
diffusivity 
subscripted; thickness of 
material 
element of a diagonal matrix 
base of natural logarithms, 





f at t 
f at t ~ 0 
gravitational acceleration 
normal depth of flow based 
on Q
0 
depth of water on the surface 
count rate in attenua tion 
measurement 








subscript, refers t o node number 
for finite difference grid in 
length dimension 
superscript , refers to node 
number for finite difference 
grid in time dimension 



















indicates plane number for cas-
caded pl anes, or permeability 
of porous medi iiiii L 2 
kinematic parameter • 
S Lk/H F
2 
0 0 0 
coefficient in roughness rela-
tionship for lami nar flow 
relative permeabil ity ~ 
relative conductivity 
depth to water t able 
length of plane k 
number of grid points used to 
divide plane k for a fini te 
di fference approximation 
number of grid points used to 
di vide the soil column for a 
finite difference approximation 
locally defined constant 
pressure 
bubbling pressure 
capillary pressure • pa - pw 
normalizing flow rate per unit 
width of plane with maximum 
possi ble q(x,t) 
inflow rate at soil surface 
local rainfall excess rate 
Reynolds number 
rainfall rate 
abbreviation of right side of 
equation (4.20) 
element in vector RHS 
saturation , in general, or 
locally used constant 
relative saturation • 
(S - S/1 - Sr) 
slope of energy gradient in 




ML - l T-2 

















slope of ground surface 
residual saturation 
represents as/ a~ 
abbreviation for part of 
equation (4. 13) 
time 
velocity 
bulk volume; volume per 
unit area 
velocity at normal depth H
0 
subscript - refers to water 
or fluid phase 
width of plane k 
length, usually horizontal 
depth, measured downward 
f rom surface 
locally defined constant 
coefficient in u-h relat ion-
ship on plane k 
locally defined constant 
unit weight 
exponent in empirical relation 
between S and kr' or infini-
tesimal error val ue 












exponent in empirical relation 
be tween $ and kr 
volumetric water conten t • S~ 
exponent in empirical relation 
between $ and S 
dynamic viscosity 




parameter , ~ < 1 
density 
Dimension 
bulk density of porous material KL-J 
solid density of porous ML-J 
material 
spectral radi us of matr ix B 
moisture ratio • 6/(1 - ~ ) 
porosity 
vector operator 
soil water pressure potential a L 
pa/ya - P,/Yw 
locally defined parameter 
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APPENDIX A 
Theory of Gamma-Attenuation for Soil Moisture 
Measurement . 
According to Beer ' s law, attenuation of a 
parallel beam of gamma rays by a given material is an 




is the attenuation coefficient for material 
!. 
is the thickness of material !. 
is the intensity of gamma radiation in 
counts per minute in the absence of 
material a 
is the count rate after the beam has 
passed through the material . 
For the case where the beam passe.s through 
several materials between source and detector , the 
attenuation is exponentially additive, that is 
I • I 
0 
for three materials a, b, and c. 
To use this relation to measure soil moisture 
saturation, t he attenuation coefficients for all 
the ·materials must be known . If the soil thickness 
through which the beam passes is known., the porosity 
will measure the proportion of this thickness which 
is pore space--either air or fluid. Thus a given 
count rate will indicate the thickness of fluid if 
all other thicknesses and all attenuation coefficients 
are known. This may be expressed as 
where 
I 
S is fluid saturation, 
d represents thickness, 
~ represents attenuation coefficient 
and subscript 
w refers to the wall material 
s refers to t he soil sample, 
f refers to the fluid . 
(A. 2) 
This equation may be solved for S if all other 
variables are known. 
43 
Values for ~w , ~s ~f were obtained 
directly by use of test samples. A test stand was 
constructed in which the source and detector were 
held in the same relative positions as when mounted 
on t he flume . The source used was 100 millicuries 
of Americium, with collimation to a 3/16" diameter 
beam. A sample container made of plexiglass , whose 
walls duplicat ed t he soil flume in thickness and 
spacing, was placed between the source and detector, 
and ~w was calculated by the attenuation with the 
box empty . Using this same container filler with the 
fluid provided a means to calculate ~f . Similarly, 
filling the container with dry soil at a known 
porosity, and taking attenuation measurements at 
several different points through the sample section 
allowed calculation of ~ as follows: 
s 
Use 
solving for ~s , 
-ln (A.3) 
For computations at selected points on the 
flume, it was necessary to determine the local value 
of ~(x,z) . This was accomplished by saturating 
the flume, taking attenuation readings , and then 
solving equation (A. 2) for ~ . Some error was intro-
duced here because at many points S was less than 
1.0, due to air trapped during imbibition. 
With the necessary attenuation coefficients and 
other constants thus determined, equation (A.2) may 
be solved for S: 
s -
ln(I o/I) - ~wdw - ~sds (1 - ~) 
~~fds 
(A.4) 
From such computations with experimental data , 
some inferences could be made regarding the sensitivity 
of the computed S to errors in parameters in equation 
(A. 4) . The most sensitive par ameter appears to be 
ds , followed in an uncertain order by I , ~s , and 
!
0 
It is assumed that ~f and ~w were well 
determined by the sample test procedure. 
For the experiments described in this paper, 
slight mechanical play and eccentric weighting of 
support racks caused small variations in relative 




was a function of vertical position relative to 




variable along the vertical section due to soil 
--------------------------
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pressure bulging. These variations were determined 
and applied in the solution of equation ~.4). 
From laboratory experience and calculati.ons with 
data collected, it is estimated that measured satura-
tions are reliable within + 10%. This figure could 
be improved markedly by us; of better counting equip-
ment which is currently available, and a better 
designed flume arrangement. 
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